CONDITION    Good
FOUND: 1½" Iron Pipe

STUMP       18" ALDER      S 85°13' E    201°
GOOD        17" ALDER      S 42°15' E    191 79
GOOD        1½" WITNESS PIPE S 85°13' E  191 79
GOOD        WHITE CEDAR POST 1ST SLY OF CORNER

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2½" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap in Concrete & Tile.

96" Hat Section 15 FT. Southery of Corner

NEW ACCESSORY:
20" ALDER      N 88° W    226 13
18" ALDER      N 70° W    179 84

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur

DATE: 1972

p = County corner tag affixed.